Customer Testimonial
Almagard® Vari-Purpose Lubricant (3752)
Pass Christian Public Works – Pass Christian, Miss.
Various Equipment
•

Lasts five times longer than commercial grade lubricant

Customer Profile
The Pass Christian Public Works provides Pass Christian,
Mississippi maintenance in several departments of the city. The
Public Works provides maintenance for vehicles used by the
city functions and all kinds of road equipment that is used to
do the upkeep of the city roads and highways.
Application

Pass Christian office and shop

Pass Christian maintains many different pieces of equipment
for the city. Some of these include a Vermeer wood chipper
BC1000, 416C Cat backhoe, police cars, Chevrolet C7500 dump
trucks, 320 track hoe and 6640 Ford tractor.
Challenge
They were looking for a grease that would stay in place and not
sling off. With the previous commercial grade lubricant, they
had to grease every day due to the grease not staying in place.
LE Solution
The local LE lubrication consultant recommended Almagard®
Vari-Purpose Lubricant (3752), which is a multi-functional
extreme pressure lubricant for extended service under extreme
conditions in many different applications. It is very tacky, has
excellent water resistance, will not pound out and is rust and
corrosion inhibited.

Vermeer wood chipper BC 1000

Results
Carl Teague, maintenance manager, stated Almagard 3752 has
reduced his workload because he doesn’t have to grease near
as often as with the commercial grade lubricant. For example,
on the BC1000 Vermeer wood chipper, Carl used to have to
grease it everyday due to the grease not staying in place. With
Almagard 3752, he only greases once a week and says that the
grease really could last longer. Almagard 3752 lasts five times
longer than commercial grade lubricant.
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The 6640 Ford tractor’s transmission was making an
awful noise and sounded like it was on its last leg. When
Carl Teague converted it to Almasol® Vari-Purpose Gear
Lubricant (607), there was a very noticeable difference
in the operation, the noise has been eliminated and it
has run great ever since.
Carl also stated that there were leakage problems with
the hydraulic oil until he began using Monolec® Power
Fluid (7500). Now it runs much cooler and hose and seal
leaks have been eliminated.
They use Nutrigent Industrial Cleaner (2100) for
cleaning the shop floor and equipment. It does a
wonderful job and doesn’t leave a white film as most
cleaners do.
Pass Christian also use H1 Quinplex® Penetrating Oil &
Lubricant (4059) and H1 Silicone Spray (804) on various
applications throughout the shop.

Chevrolet C7500 dump truck

Thank you to Carl Teague, maintenance manager, and to the
local LE lubrication consultant, for providing the information
used in this report.

Carl Teague
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